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Boro receives recommendations for
post-hurricane flooding issue
Recommendations stem from meeting with mayors last year
By Haley Behre

LAKE COMO — Mayor Mike Ryan, as well as the other participating mayors, recently received a summary of the
Mayors’ Institute on City Design meeting held in September 2013, detailing the recommendations made to
remedy post-Hurricane Sandy concerns in their town.

The Mayors’ Institute on City Design [MICD] is a program that “conducts a series of intimate, closed-door
symposia intended to offer a small group of invited mayors a better understanding of the design of American
cities,” according to the summary. The program is a National Endowment for the Arts leadership initiative in
partnership with the U.S. Conference of Mayors and the American Architectural Foundation.

In September 2013, six mayors and a resource team met in Belmar for three days to take a tour of the damage
from Hurricane Sandy and discuss issues raised by the storm.

The participating mayors were Mayor Ryan, Belmar Mayor Matt Doherty, Spring Lake Mayor Jennifer Naughton,
Sea Bright Mayor Dina Long, Oceanport Mayor Michael Mahon and Monmouth Beach Mayor Susan Howard.

During the three-day meeting, each mayor made a presentation, discussing a concern they had in their town.

LAKE COMO

Mayor Ryan discussed Lake Como’s efforts to address the flooding issues caused by the
lake.

Lake Como is owned by Belmar, Lake Como and Spring Lake, which has prevented a
municipality from applying for funding to help remediate it, as well as caused
homeowners to try to sell their properties or walk away, according to the summary.

In the short term, the resource team recommended the town frame the flooding issue
as a sewage problem and devise a plan to get two more votes from the other towns to

establish an interlocal agreement to mange the lake, according to the summary.

Since the meeting, Belmar, Lake Como and Spring Lake have entered into an interlocal agreement for lake
flooding emergency management.

As for long-term solutions, the resource team recommended speaking with Wall Township and the Army Corps
of Engineers, as well as the state and federal governments, about changing the natural landscape of the
watershed to incorporate open space lands that could become part of the stormwater management system,
form a governing body that has authority over the lake and partner with the Environment Protection Agency,
according to the summary.

According to Mayor Ryan, the resource team recommended speaking with Wall Township since its runoff water
comes from as far out as Highway 34 and drains into Lake Como, impacting the level of the lake and the quality
of it.

The resource team also made recommendations on how to educate the public about the ongoing issue.

These recommendations include launching a public campaign to educate residents and elected officials about
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the roots of the flooding issue and clearly identifying the priorities that Lake Como wants people to know
about, and put them on a card. Other recommendations include creating a map of the watershed without town
boundaries and setting incremental goals to increase the size of the watershed, according to the summary.

Mayor Ryan said he believes the meeting “gave all the mayors a different insight” on how to resolve their
problems.

When municipalities generally look at problems, they do so from a local perspective, but “many times the
solution is outside our local region, our area,” which was discussed at the meeting, the mayor said.

“Every one of the mayors brought something to the table,” he said.

Mayor Ryan said the municipality will take a more in-depth look at the recommendations.

In the meantime, though, Mayor Ryan said the borough has been in touch with assemblymen Sean Kean and
David Rible, and Sen. Robert Singer [all R-30], regarding the lake.

THE FUTURE

All six mayors were invited to the 82nd Winter Meeting of the U.S. Conference of Mayors from Jan. 22-24 in
Washington, D.C., where they will get a chance to meet with top-level officials from the Obama Administration
and Congress.

Mayor Ryan is attending.

After the conclusion of the event, the U.S. Conference of Mayors also plans on holding a special MICD New
Jersey follow-up session to provide further assistance.
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